
	
 

PAYMENT AND CANCELLATION POLICY 2023 

RESERVATION: 

The reservation is considered valid upon signature of the contract and payment of at least the 30% 
deposit. Balance due by charter date. Balance on board with a credit card or cash.  

Credit card must be provided to guarantee the final payment. 

 

CANCELLATION BY THE CHARTERER 

After this Agreement is signed but before the final instalment/deposit is due to be paid, the 
COMPANY shall be entitled to retain the first instalment/deposit. 

After any subsequent instalments/deposits are due to be paid, the COMPANY shall be entitled to 
retain the first instalment/deposit and any subsequent instalments/deposits due. 

If any of the instalments/deposits are due to be paid but have not been paid at the time of notice of 
cancellation, then the COMPANY shall have a claim against the CHARTERER for the amount so due. 

 

CANCELLATION POLICY IN CASE OF BAD WEATHER: 

The Captain has the final decision in determining whether a charter needs to be rescheduled due to 
unsuitable or safe weather / sea conditions. 

Rain or a cloudy day does not constitute a reason for cancellation or rescheduling. If the captain 
declares the state of non-navigability, the charter day is moved, if possible.  

If this is not possible, the full amount paid is refunded. 

 

SPECIAL EVENTS: 

If for any technical reason a boat will not be able to provide the requested service, our company will 
provide another boat of the same size and category at no additional cost for the customer. 

If it is not possible to give a boat of the same size / level, an alternative will be proposed. (The client 
has the possibility to refuse it and in that case the refund will be made). 

COVID: Cancellations due to covid will follow the regulations and the possibility of traveling to Italy. 


